Verb + preposition 5

Add the preposition to the verb (fill the gap with the missing preposition):

1. I want to participate ___ the protest.
2. How much did you pay ___ your car?
3. I don’t plan ___ going out this weekend.
4. She is going to pray ___ him.
5. I would prefer this one ___ the more expensive option.
6. She prevented me ___ doing my driving test.
7. I will prohibit him ___ leaving.
8. Will you protect me ___ it?
9. Could you provide me ___ more information?
10. He is recovering ___ the attack.
11. Can you rely ___ your parents.
12. Now, why does this remind me ___ our last holiday?
13. He rescued her ___ the tiger.
14. He never responds ___ me.
15. Let’s take advantage ___ the situation.
16. Do you need to take care ___ anyone at home?
17. Let’s talk ___ a lawyer about the situation.
18. I want to thank you ___ helping me.
19. I travel ___ work by car.
20. I would never vote ___ the conservatives or Brexit.

*Now, speaking with your partner. Test their prepositions
1. in
2. for
3. on
4. for
5. to
6. form
7. from
8. from
9. with
10. from
11. on
12. of
13. from
14. to
15. of
16. of
17. to/with
18. for
19. to
20. for